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OTHER PUBLISHERS TITLES 
     

Covenant Books sells a broad range of titles, many of which originate overseas. 

          

CODE TITLE PAGES AUTHOR PRICE 

A028 Abraham Father of Many Nations 379 Warren K Johnson £18.00 

 Johnson blends sacred literature with doses of science to create a novel    

 based on the unforgettable saga of the Biblical Patriarch, Abraham.    

 Fully illustrated, with fold-out map.    

A002 Abrahamic Covenant  157 GR Hawtin £7.00 

  All of God's Word is intended to be understood, and so plain has God       

  made these blessed truths, that had not scholars and churchmen turned       

  them completely upside down and inside out, they would have been       

  seen and recognised by the multitudes of mankind centuries ago       

A010 America the Last Frontier for Manasseh  360 Des Thomas £20.50 

  Shows the wonderful heritage of those who began this magnificent nation,       

  taking the reader through the times of our forefathers and into present times       

A004 Another Farm in Africa 223 Henry D Jackson £12.50 

 

Jackson's story deals with his childhood in Rhodesia, the war, independence 
and the economic collapse of the country. During the farm invasions of 2000 
he conducted sermons and wrote emails of encouragement to farmers 
facing the loss of their farms and lives.A story of faith, courage, commitment 
and resourcefulness in the face of a breakdown of familiar values.    

A030 Antichrist and his Ten Kingdoms The 84 Albert W Close £16.00 

 

A Historicist View on the prophecies in Daniel and Revelation. The truths in 
this book were known by our Reformation Fathers for over 400 years. It cost 
them everything, life, liberty, home and family yet they didn’t flinch in the 
face of Satan’s persecution. They had one purpose - to enlighten God’s 
people to the truth of His Word.    

A021 Apocalypse and the Magnificent Seven 205 B Gaunt £15.00 

  The use of the number seven in the Bible is widespread, from Genesis to       

  Revelation       

A012 Apocrypha The 292 Destiny Pub £10.00 

          

     

A018 As Birds Flying 160 A Adams £11.00 

  An in-depth study of the history and events that led to prophecy being       

 fulfilled in the relief of Jerusalem in 1917 – many black and white    

  Illustrations       

B004 Behold He Cometh    100 HB Rand £6.00 

  When it is proclaimed that the Anglo-Saxon-Celtic peoples are the House of       

  Israel today, theological leaders and those who accept the doctrines they       

  promulgated, are apt to vehemently deny that God has ever chosen a race       

B005 Bethesda or Jesus Christ     80 WP Goard £10.00 

  Among the many and dramatic happenings of our Lord’s ministry, there have        

  been few more striking than the Bethesda incident, and the sequel to it       

B007 Bible Chronology         162 I Panin £8.00 

  The numerical structure of the Bible       

     

B011 Bible Dictionary – 3rd Edition 1298  £35.00 

 

An A–Z of Bible terms, place names, books, people and doctrines. Written 
by an international team of over 150 Scholars, reflecting recent advances in 
research and scholarship. Maps, family trees, line drawings, diagrams and 
charts clarify and expand the text.     

B008 Bible History and Britain The 24 CS McKelvey £2.00 

 

Israel are today found amongst the Anglo-Saxon-Celtic peoples, and that 
includes Great Britain.    

B010 Bible Numerics   30 I Panin £4.00 

  At one time, Panin, a brilliant mathematician, was an agnostic, but on       

  studying the Bible, he was able to demonstrate the inspiration of       

  God’s word through mathematics       
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B003 Bible Study Guide to the Israel Peoples 46 Paul Boyd-Lee £5.50 

 

The compendium seeks to serve two purposes. Firstly it is for Bible students 
grappling with the complexity of the Israel peoples. Secondly, it contains key 
material for Bible study, the Christian life, and Ministry. Shows useful maps 
and charts.    

B039 Biblical Antiquities I 154 ER Capt £12.00 

 Gives proof of the Scriptural narrative from secular sources. Book 1 looks at     

 The Bible and Archaeology; Genesis and Creation; The Flood; Jacob’s    

 Stone; Judah’s Sceptre; Isaac; Rachel; Ruth    

B040 Biblical Antiquities II 151 ER Capt £12.00 

 Gives proof of the Scriptural narrative from secular sources. Book 2 looks at     

 Israel’s Captivity and Migrations; Israel, Judah and Jew; Dan; Benjamin; The    

 Behistun Rock; The Amarna Tablets; The Sonnini Manuscript; St. Paul; The    

 Resurrection    

B041 Biblical Antiquities III 141 ER Capt £12.00 

 Gives proof of the Scriptural narrative from secular sources. Book 3 looks at     

 understanding the Old Testament; Bible History; Cyrus; The Great Pyramid;    

 Bible Prophecy Fulfilled; the Bible and Science; Susa and the Code of    

 Hammurabi; Joshua and Jericho; The Scythians; King Solomon’s Temple;    

 Joseph of Arimathea    

B042 Biblical Antiquities IV 146 ER Capt £12.00 

 Gives proof of the Scriptural narrative from secular sources. Book 4 looks at     

 The Dead Sea Scrolls; Ur of the Chaldees; The Abrahamic Covenant; Petra;    

 Bible Origins; The Apocrypha; Daniel’s He-Goat; As Birds Flying; Druids;    

 Hazor; Birth Date of Christ; The Stars    

B043 Biblical Antiquities V 146 ER Capt £12.00 

 Gives proof of the Scriptural narrative from secular sources. Book 5 looks at     

 The Sumerians; Joshua; Gezer; Assyria’s Treasures; Zebulun; Joseph in    

 Egypt; The Book of Numbers; Samuel; Ugarit and the Bible; Ebla; Galilee;    

 The Culdee Church    

B044 Biblical Antiquities VI  ER Capt £12.00 

 Gives proof of the Scriptural narrative from secular sources. Book 6 looks at     

 Archaeological and the Bible; What the Bible Is; What the Bible Doesn't Say;    

 Ashkelon; Christ's Disciples; The Moabite Stone; The Hittites; Tophet and    

 Child Sacrifices; Jesus' Trial through to Resurrection; Three Ancient    

 Manuscripts; Jacob's Prophecies    

B001 Biblical Bulwarks   55 A O’Reilly £3.50 

  This book outlines the development of Britain’s scriptural foundations       

  as a nation from pre-Christian times through to the pivotal events of the       

  Magna Carta and the Bill of Rights in 1688. It shows how these foundations       

  are incompatible with Britain’s membership of the European Union       

B012 Book of Enoch 96 R Lawrence £9.50 

  This book has been in the Bible for centuries and quoted in Jude.       

  Rediscovered in 1768       

B013 Book of Jasher   254 Unknown £10.00 

  Reprinted from the 1840 translation – mentioned in 2 Sam:1 & in Joshua 10       

     

B015 Book of Jubilees  96 GH Schodde £9.00 

  Makes valuable contributions towards the understanding of that problem       

  which lies back and behind all the work and teachings of Christ and His dis-       

  ciples, as well as the doctrines, beliefs and spirit of New Testament Judaism       

B021 Book of Revelation from an Israelite and Historicist Interpretation 216 C Jennings £12.50 

  Many passages which formerly seemed obscure and hidden are brought       

  to light, with assistance of graphic charts and timelines       

B018 Britain Awake – 3rd Revised Edition   126 D Hilliard £6.00 

  

Your attention, as you read this book, is directed at the origin, history and 
destiny of the people of these islands. It is to sound an alarm, and warn the 
nation of soon-coming judgment, unless we, as a people, return to the Lord.       
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B020 Britain's Kings and Queens   33 M St John Parker £6.00 

  

From Alfred the Great in the ninth century to Elizabeth II today, 56 very 
varied men and women have reigned as Kings or Queens of England. An 
illustrated Pitkin Guide       

B022 British Josiah   208 NA Woychuk £12.00 

  One of the main reasons England became a staunchly Protestant nation       

  was Edward VI, who became known as the British Josiah despite his short       

  6 year reign       

BO25 By the Renewal of Your Mind 16 HB Rand £3.00 

  A spiritual teaching in preparation of ruling in the kingdom       

     

C010 Celtic Saints 20 Northumbria £5.00 

  A simplified history of the early Celtic Church in the Isles and the influential    Community   

 Men and women who spread the Gospel. An illustrated Pitkin Guide    

C003 Challenge of the Great Pyramid  24 HB Rand £4.00 

  This book is a fundamental presentation of evidence concerning the        

  prophetic revelation-measures of the Great Pyramid of Gizeh       

C020 Circle of the Earth   31 MD Bennett £4.50 

  This booklet shows that God used unit measures when he created the       

  earth and heavens       

C005 Cleansing the Sanctuary      19 HB Rand £1.50 

  Many people devise a personal code of conduct that is fully acceptable       

  to them, to justify their way of living       

C022 Coats of Arms 28 AS Jamieson £6.00 

  
The origins of heraldry simply told, with explanations of the language and 
symbols used in Britain. An illustrated Pitkin Guide       

C007 Co-Incidences   20 G Wilson £2.00 

  Pointers to our heritage       

     

C011 Conflict of Science & Religion    60 AJ Ferris £5.00 

  This book attempts to show harmony rather than the conflict that dwells       

  between Science and the Biblical account of Creation       

C019 Crown Jewels the Official Guidebook   72 Historic Palaces £8.50 

  Fully illustrated with colour photographs, this guidebook details the       

  ornaments and jewels of ceremonies of state, the coronation and the        

  Tower of London       

C013 Crowning Glory 134 CN Gattey £13.00 

 An entertaining look at the many and various institutions which owe their    

 origin to the wisdom and foresight of past monarchs, and form part of our    

 way of life    

D001 Dan, Pioneer of Israel   40 JC Gawler £8.00 

  Dan seems to have been the first of the tribes to migrate across Europe       

  starting around 1443 BC       

D017 Did Jesus Come to Britain 74 Glyn S Lewis £9.00 

 An investigation into the traditions that Christ visited Cornwall and Somerset    

     

D013 Did the Catholic Church give us The Bible 160 DW Daniels £9.00 

  This book shows with illustrations that the Bibles Rome gave us are really       

  clever counterfeits, designed to eliminate the King James Version       

D006 Digest of the Divine Law 248 HB Rand £11.50 

 

Rand gives clear information about the Divine Laws. He points out that we 
face either the rule of Law or chaos. The Law of the Lord is just, fair and 
righteous, which, when followed, leads to individual prosperity and national 
well-being.    

D008 Documentary Studies Vol 1   602 HB Rand £16.00 

  The solution to every problem faced by mankind today is to be found       

  in the Bible, packed with timely information on many subjects of vital       

  interest to everyone       
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D009 Documentary Studies Vol 2   678 HB Rand £16.00 

  Volume 2 outlines the pattern of things to come and points to the ultimate       

  destruction of all evil aggression       

D010 Documentary Studies Vol 3   648 HB Rand £16.00 

  There never was a time in all history when the human race was more       

  in need of definite assurance that the present trends towards disaster       

  will be arrested       

D003 Doubleness in The Bible   39 MD Bennett £4.50 

  There is a distinct element of doubleness in Scripture which takes several       

  forms by design       

E006 Elijah the Tishbite 32 HB Rand £4.00 

 A summary of the ministry and message of the prophet Elijah    

     

E001 Elizabethans The  29 Peter Brimacombe £5.00 

  
Simple history of the social and political life and times of the Elizabethan 
Age. An illustrated Pitkin Guide       

E100 Ephraim and Manasseh – Role Reversal Refuted – Temp out of stock 35 R Phillips  

 The emerging controversial America-Ephraim theory is challenged as    

 Phillips explores God’s promise to Jacob to be a Nation and Company of Nations    

E005 Examination of Anti-Paulism 12 Destiny Pub. £1.50 

  A booklet answering the anti St Paul trend that has grown up over       

  the past years       

E003 Exodus The 130 MD Bennett £6.00 

 

The Exodus was the first time since Creation that God came down, not for a 
short visit, but to dwell among His people. The Exodus saw the dawn of a 
new calendar and era. Israel's great sin was to keep wanting to go back to 
Egypt, despising God's freedom and choosing slavery. It still is! We need 
another Exodus.    

F004 Far Beyond the Stars  80 W de M Seaman £6.00 

  The author brings evidence of a divine foreknowledge of all human history.       

  He illustrates this by the Zodiac, the Great Pyramid and the Holy Bible       

F009 Ferrar Fenton Bible Leather  1271   £35.00 

 The Ferrar Fenton translation of the Bible, completed in 1910, in 'modern    

   English', translated directly from the original Hebrew, Chaldee and Greek       

F002 Ferrar Fenton Bible Hardback 1271    £30.00 

 

The Ferrar Fenton translation of the Bible, completed in 1910, in 'modern 
English', translated directly from the original Hebrew, Chaldee and Greek.    

F006 Foundations Under Attack    15 M de Semlyen £1.00 

  An Address given to the United Protestant Council on November 1st, 1997       

     

F000 Four Thirty (430) in Scripture  36 MD Bennett £4.50 

  A booklet which addresses the question as to whether the period of       

  430 years might have a major and recurrent significance in the history       

  and affairs of Israel       

F005 From Redemption to Restoration   13 HB Rand £2.00 

  Rand brings the attention of Christians to this significant fact: that The       

  Kingdom, which was organised at Mount Sinai, plays an all-important part       

  in the Divine scheme of redemption and restoration       

F015 Future of Israel and Judah The 14 J Wild £1.00 

 A summary of Rev J Wild and a brief understanding of his Israel    

 teachings in the 19th century    

F098 Futurism a Great Hoax 15 HB Rand £1.50 

  A Bible study, exposing the Jesuit-inspired approach to an exposition of the       

  Prophetic Word that has been accepted by the most fundamentalist       

  institutions in the world       

G001 Gemstones in the Breastplate 48 ER Capt £6.00 

  These stones are significant in that each is engraved with the name       

  of a tribe of Israel. This booklet presents what can be gleaned       

  from Scriptures and the works of many scholars       
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G018 George R Hawtin-Pentecostal Pioneer  10 Steve Kukla £1.00 

  Teacher and author advanced the modern grasp of the Anglo-Israel truth       

     

G007 Giants of the Darkness  26 HB Rand £3.50 

  An article exploring Scriptural evidence of the demonic and evil personalities       

  whose existence was recognized by Christ and His disciples       

G004 Glory of the Lord   8 HB Rand £1.50 

  A spiritual pamphlet on end time matters       

     

G005 Glory of the Stars 144 ER Capt £10.50 

  Having declared that the Heavens reveal God’s glory, the Psalmist       

  inform us that the Heavens declare a message in a language that       

  is understood by all peoples. Pictures speak in all dialects       

G023 God’s Time Capsule Volume I 158 Ralph Lyman £20.00 

 

The unit of measure used to build the Great Pyramid is determined, the time 
of construction is shown to predate dynastic Egypt and there is left no doubt 
as to its message or who it was that designed and had it built. The fully 
supported conclusions are surprising and informative beyond what anyone 
could imagine. Includes 224 charts, drawings, maps, photographs and 
plates.    

G024 God’s Time Capsule Volume II 158 Ralph Lyman £20.00 

 

The great pyramid is revealed to hold a chronograph of dates encoded by 
God; He prophesying events before they occur, just as He does in the Bible; 
and now in the Great Pyramid – the Bible in stone.    

G010 Great Pyramid Decoded 96 ER Capt £10.00 

  Who has not wondered about the Great Pyramid of Giza? Now with       

  the aids of modern archaeology and scientific research, pyramidology       

  has unlocked the secret of the Pyramid of Giza       

G012 Great Pyramid Proof of God   267 GR Riffert £11.50 

  The Great Pyramid of Giza has a message for this age and for this       

  age only. One reason for this is it could not have been understood       

  or valued 100 years ago       

G021 Greatest Century of Reformation - Hardback  P Hammond £10.00 

 This inspirational book, illustrated throughout, tells the exciting but blood-    

 thirsty history of the men and women of God and the Protestant Reformation    

H011 Heirs of The Promise 28 S Emry £3.00 

 A brief summary of The Bible and the history of Israel    

     

H002 High Calling The  38 HB Rand £4.00 

  Individual spiritual progress       

     

H006 Hope of the Resurrection 40 HB Rand £4.00 

  If you think you have been ‘born again’ think again! This booklet gives       

  a very different view of what it means to be born again to the generally       

  accepted opinion        

H007 Hour Cometh The   280 HB Rand £8.50 

  The Coming Kingdom       

     

I023 I Want to be Left Behind 130 R Poch £11.00 

  An in-depth look into the rapture     

     

I001 Iceland’s Great Inheritance  39 A Rutherford £6.00 

  Iceland is considered by this author to be one of the most remarkable       

  countries in the world, with the future prospect of performing an       

  honoured role in the great scheme of things       

I019 In the Cool of the Day    10 WP Goard £1.00 

  The personal testimony and witness of a stalwart servant of God       
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I007 Inspiration of the Scriptures Scientifically Demonstrated The  15 I Panin £1.50 

  This is a response to a challenge in 1899, taken up by Panin, to ‘champion        

  Christianity’. Ivan Panin’s detailed work meets the challenge – we thank God       

  for Panin’s contribution       

I002 Israel's Identity - It Matters!   34 TR Welland £3.00 

  Israel's identity is important because, quite simply truth matters. This booklet        

  addresses why and to whom it matters, calling upon compelling biblical,       

  historical and archaeological factors in support       

I020 Israel's Lost Empires 280 SM Collins £20.00 

  Details on the little known story of Israel's ancient empires       

     

I022 Israel's Tribes Today 296 SM Collins £20.00 

 This book gives substantial evidence of the Israelite origin of large modern    

 nations today instead of isolated little bands of people.    

J001 Jacobs Pillar 96 ER Capt £9.50 

  The Scriptures are full of references to 'stones', both literal and symbolic.       

  One such is the one where the patriarch, Jacob, rested his head when       

  he dreamed of the heavenly ladder       

J005 Jesus Christ The Galilean 34  Pastor S Emry £3.50 

  Jesus was a citizen of Galilee, as were His followers. Today, where would        

  these Israelite descendants of the Galileans be found? They would be       

  among the people called by their new name – Christians!       

J004 Joel’s Prophetic Message & Warning  95 HB Rand £8.50 

  A study on the book of Joel       

     

J011 Joseph is yet Alive 10 CO Benham £1.00 

  Why he believes in the Anglo-Israel message       

     

J013 Josephus Complete Works – Soft Cover 1144 F Josephus £22.00 

 Here is a classic work that will make you part of those momentous events    

 of biblical history – in Christ’s time    

J007 Judah’s Sceptre & Joseph’s Birthright  377 JH Allen £13.50 

 An analysis of the prophecies of the Scriptures regarding the Lost Ten    

  Tribes       

K002 King Henry VIII  19 Angela Royston £5.00 

  
Gives a simplified biography of the life and times of King Henry VIII. An 
illustrated Pitkin Guide.       

K001 King Solomon’s Temple 96 ER Capt £8.50 

  The temple of Solomon, known as the House of God, was, in some       

  respects, the most wonderful building constructed by human craft       

K007 Knights Templar The 20 R Griffith-Jones £6.00 

 

Their name and fame echo down the centuries. They were men of prayer 
and men of war; were they guardians too, as some imagine, of 
Christendom’s darkest secrets and deepest wisdom? A Pitkin pictorial book    

L008 Language of Numbers The  28 Destiny £3.50 

  A compilation from the work of researchers, dealing exhaustively with the       

  numerical factors relating to the subject of Bible chronology       

L001 Last Twelve Verses of Mark 56 I Panin £7.00 

  Panin puts forward his arguments for the validity of these verses       

     

L002 Legendary XII Hides of Glastonbury    126 R Gibbs £11.00 

  Did Joseph of Arimathea come to Glastonbury in the 1st century and       

  establish the first Christian community in Britain       

L013 Life, Death & Resurrection   98 JS Fox £8.50 

  A vital survey of the Scriptures revealing man’s destiny, his resurrection       

  and his judgement to come       
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L004 Lost Chapter of the Acts of the Apostles 53 ER Capt £7.00 

  The Sonnini Manuscript, better known as the ‘Long Lost Chapter of the Acts       

  of the Apostles’ contains the account of Paul’s journey in Spain and Britain       

L017 Lost People and a Vanished Sceptre 18 GO Barnes £1.00 

  Rev Barnes gives a patriarchal witness to the truth of the Kingdom of God       

     

L020 Lost Tribes of Israel The 86 Reader Harris KC £6.00 

 Reader Harris shares the message that changed his atheism to belief in the     

 truth of the Bible, giving the scriptural and historical data for the prophecies    

 concerning Israel    

L007 Lost Tribes of Israel Still Lost in Church Theology   19 RN Stuart £5.50 

  National blindness was the inevitable consequence of Israel’s unfaithfulness       

     

M000 Magna Carta Manuscripts and Myths 56 Claire Breay £8.00 

 This work explores the context in which Magna Carta was issued    

     

M002 Man thinking  93 M Judge £25.00 

  Detailed identity Bible studies in lesson format       

     

M013 Marks of Israel 39 H Houghton £4.00 

  A valuable booklet for those who cannot always remember chapter and        

  verse when explaining the Identity Truth to others. Houghton lists and        

  examines 72 of them       

M001 Mary Queen of Scots  20 Angela Royston £5.00 

  
Gives a simplified biography of the life and political intrigues of Mary Queen 
of Scots. An illustrated Pitkin Guide.       

M005 Mathematics Proves Holy Scriptures 158 K Sabiers £8.00 

 Here is an actual scientific demonstration of the divine inspiration of the     

 

Scriptures. As a watermark identifies the genuineness of paper, so there are 
mathematical patterns beneath the surface of the original text of the Bible so 
complex that they can only be accounted for by Divine Providence.    

M006 Missing Links Discovered in Assyrian Tablets 256 ER Capt £14.00 

  The fate of Israel, after Assyrian captivity, in archaeology with photos       

  and illustrations       

M016 Mummies of Urumchi – Soft Cover 240 E Wayland- £13.00 

  An unveiling of an ancient world which illuminates a little known chapter   Barber   

  of Central Asian history       

N010 Need of the Anglo Israel Truth The 10 MF Ham £1.00 

  Reasons to believe this message       

     

N009 Nelson 28 Colin White £5.00 

 A Pitkin biographical guide. An insight into the life of Horatio Nelson    

     

N007 Number in Scripture 303 Bullinger £12.00 

  Its supernatural design and spiritual significance       

     

O008 O Biblios    351 Alan O’Reilly £12.00 

  To believe that the AV1611 as the final authority is also to believe that it is       

  superior, not only to the modern “Bibles” but also to all Greek and Hebrew       

  texts and manuscripts and to the so-called, non existent, “verbal, plenary,        

  inspired, original autographs”       

O016 Olivet Prophecies 123 ER Capt £9.50 

 An analytical commentary on the exhortations of Christ to His disciples on     

 the Mount of Olives, regarding the ‘Last Days’ and the ‘Left Behind’. This    

 book challenges the popular ‘Rapture’ doctrines of prophetic interpretation    
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O015 One of Jacob’s Sons 24 Destiny £4.50 

 Finland’s courageous and lonely resistance of the aggressive Soviet    

 Invasion in 1939-40. Shows the inherent spirit of freedom and independence    

 found in individuals and nations belonging to the whole House of Israel    

O002 Order of Melchizedek 158 CA Jennings £9.50 

 Discover the majestic beauty of the King/Priest order and its yet future revelation    

 in the “Manifestation of the Sons of God.”    

O014 Origin of Futurism and Preterism The 68 P Owen & £3.50 

 This book takes the ‘Historical’ viewpoint of Bible prophecy that has been  CA Jennings  

 neglected and replaced in the last century by the popular view called    

 Futurism. Lesser known is the view called Preterism    

O010 Origins and Empire of Ancient Israel 280 SM Collins £20.00 

  The central theme of this book is the biblical covenant which God made with       

  the patriarchs and their descendants       

O011 Orion the Glorious One 14 HB Rand £1.50 

  The constellation Orion, depicts Jesus Christ as the returning Prince       

     

O003 Our Great Seal 96 ER Capt £5.50 

  The great seal of the USA is the symbol of America’s independence       

     

O005 Our Scythian Ancestors  14 Gawler £3.50 

  The problem before us, is to identify our Scythian Ancestors with the lost       

  tribes of Israel       

P016 Palestine Centre of World Intrigue 61 HB Rand £4.00 

  The present relentless trend toward world chaos – involving not only       

  Palestine but all nations       

PO15 Parthia 256 SM Collins £20.00 

  The ancient kingdom of Parthia played a key role in historical and       

  biblical events       

P023 Paul the Missionary 164 ER Capt £10.00 

 An attempt to reconstruct the story of the faithful apostle of Christ and his     

 missionary journeys throughout the mighty Roman Empire, from an historical    

 and archaeological viewpoint, giving an insight into the politico-religious    

 background of New Testament times    

P003 Petra      128 ER Capt £11.00 

  A study of the city and its history       

     

P019 Philochristus – Memoirs of a Disciple of the Lord Jesus 300 Restoration Press £12.00 

  The novel on a disciple’s life with Jesus       

     

P011 Political Economy of a Christian Society The   410 SC Perks £15.00 

  An introduction to the subject of Christian economics and an outline of how       

  the economy needs to be reformed to conform to Christian standards       

P005 Prehistoric London 176 EO Gordon £8.50 

  Read about the religion, race, language and literature of Pre- Christian       

  Britain. Painted savages? Certainly not       

P007 Prelude to the Second Advent 32 HB Rand £4.00 

  Assuredly the remainder of what Mary was told about her son would also       

  come to pass – but at the time of his second Advent       

P010 Present Reign of Jesus Christ The 301 R Caringola £11.00 

 

The prophecy of the revelation is dramatically violent, victorious, and 
encouraging. It forewarns of a glorious struggle between the true Church 
and the corporate enemies of Christ. This dissertation attempts to 
summarize the massive volumes of historical literature by providing the 
reader with a historical linear perspective of the Church.    

P008 Primo-Genesis  678 HB Rand £15.00 

  Creation and the Law       
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P009 Prince & the Professor The  126 LL Blake £7.50 

  An illustrated dialogue on the place of monarchy in the 21st century       

     

P002 Principality & Power of Europe 2nd Edition The  224 A Hilton £8.00 

  An updated and extended 2nd edition – a must for those who want to keep       

  abreast of what is really happening on the European scene and how it       

  affects us, the British people and the future of our sovereignty       

Q004 Queen Elizabeth I   21 G.W.O. Woodward £5.00 

  
A simplified biography of the life and times of Queen Elizabeth I. An 
illustrated Pitkin Guide.       

Q002 Queen Elizabeth II 50 years Jubilee Edition 32 Brian Hoey £4.00 

  
A beautifully illustrated celebration of Her Majesty's 50 year reign. A Pitkin 
Guide.       

Q001 Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Souvenir 1952 – 2012 64 Annie Bullen £8.00 

 A well illustrated Pitkin Guide which commemorates the Diamond Jubilee.    

     

Q003 Queen Victoria  20 M St John Parker £5.00 

  
A simplified biography of the life and times of Queen Victoria. An illustrated 
Pitkin Guide.       

Q005 Queen’s Coronation The 56 James Wilkinson £4.50 

 

The processional route to and from Westminster Abbey was hung with 
colourful decorations and lined with miles of special seating. In addition to 
those who witnessed the spectacular ceremony in the Abbey or who 
camped out on the processional route, millions around the world watched it 
on film or television. This book looks back to that Coronation Day and, with 
the help of those who were there, tells the inside story of the planning and 
preparations for what was the best-organised and most widely witnessed 
Coronation in history.    

R018 Rapture Plot The 300 Dave MacPherson £14.50 

 MacPherson does the work of a journalistic detective to uncover the truth of     

 Bible prophecy and shows how plagiarism and subtle document changes    

 created the ‘mother of all revisionisms’ regarding the pre-tribulation Rapture.    

 Thoroughly researched and referenced    

R014 Real Millennium The 47 MD Bennett £4.50 

   An analysis of the future 1000 years of the Millennium as seen       

  from scripture       

R001 Reformation of Israel The 53 Norman Saxon £10.50 

 

A comprehensive booklet with a large map of Israel's tribal migrations to 
"The Appointed Place." Written in 1987 before the collapse of the Soviet 
Union does not detract from its essential prophetic message.  Russia is in a 
growing volatile political state and the world debt crisis is mounting    

R003 Resurrection Tomb    80 ER Capt £4.00 

  A constructive argument showing that Gordon’s Garden Tomb is identifiable       

  as the most probable site of the Tomb of the Resurrection of Jesus Christ       

R012 Revelation of St. John the Divine  112 WP Goard £6.50 

  Takes the stand from the Historicist view – most prophecy fulfilled in history       

  has gone by and very little is left to go       

R009 Richard III 21 GWO Woodward £5.00 

  
A simplified biography of the life and political intrigue of Richard III. An 
illustrated Pitkin Guide.       

R004 Royal Law The  119 LL Blake £13.00 

  This book is vital at this time, revealing the source of our constitutional freedom       

  today.The contents include government, monarchy sovereignty and the coronation       

  the occasion when Divine Law is acknowledged as the source of all our law       

R010 Royal Line of Succession The   32 Pitkin £6.00 

  A glossy, full colour, well produced book showing the line of descent of       

  our Queen back to Egbert, King of Wessex 802AD       
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R008 Russian Chapters of Ezekiel  64 WMH Milner £4.00 

  If you think that Russia offers no threat now, think again. Written before       

  Russia became the Soviet Union, Milner shows how prophecy concerning        

  that nation is still being, and will be fulfilled       

S014 Saint George  143 EO Gordon £6.00 

  In this very careful and complete account of all the traditions about the life       

  and martyrdom of St George       

S001 Saxons and Vikings  21 Brenda Williams £5.00 

  
Gives a fascinating overview of the violent times of the Saxons and Vikings 
in Britain. An illustrated Pitkin Guide.       

S006 Scotland’s Kings and Queens 20 Alan Bold £5.00 

  

Gives a fascinating overview of the origins of the Kingdom of Scotland, and 
the successive Kings and Queens who ruled, from Alpin (AD 843)to Bonnie 
Prince Charlie and the devastating Battle of Culloden in 1746. An illustrated 
Pitkin guide.       

S005 Scottish Declaration of Independence  64 ER Capt £7.00 

  Scotland’s most precious possession, is what many call the letter from       

  King Robert (the Bruce) to Pope John XXII       

S044 Second World War in Prophecy   58 PM Nadeau £6.00 

  One of the most spectacular demonstrations of prophecy fulfilled,       

  occurred between 1939 and 1945, during the great conflict       

S059 Seek ye First The Kingdom of God 29 HB Rand £4.50 

 This booklet seeks to strike a balance as to the spiritual and national    

 aspects of the Kingdom of God    

S047 Seven Seven Seven (777) Mark of the Ark The  24 MD Bennett £4.50 

  A fascinating study of this particular number       

     

S008 Seven Times a Mark of Israel   39 MD Bennett £4.50 

  God’s judgments on Israel involve progressive steps of seven times,       

  that the ultimate seven times judgment lasts 2520 years       

S003 Seventy Weeks 122 R Caringola £10.00 

 

This is the story of the only Messianic Divine time measure recorded in Holy 
Writ—Daniel’s Seventy Weeks. It reveals the truth about Daniel’s 70th week. 
Its contents shatter the sand-built foundations of today’s popular 21st 
century Bible prophecy teaching, properly titled Futurism but commonly 
understood to be Dispensationalism!    

S054 Seventy (70) Years 47 MD Bennett £4.50 

  Shows the 70 year cycles in The Bible       

     

S010 Share the Inheritance 139 Catherine Glass £8.00 

 There is an urgent need to recreate a vision, which will preserve all that is  & David Abbott  

 

best in our heritage. Share the Inheritance invokes that vision and describes 
27 gifts indispensable to the happiness and wellbeing, creativity and 
transformation of individuals, communities and nations.     

S007 Shorter Works The 84 I Panin £6.00 

  A study of Bible Numerics       

     

S009 Sir Winston Churchill 28 M St John Parker £5.00 

  
A simplified biography of 'the last and greatest of imperial statesmen'. An 
illustrated Pitkin Guide.       

S058 Slavery, Terrorism and Islam – Revised and Expanded Second Edition 182 P Hammond £7.50 

  The greatest conflict of the past century has been between Islam and       

  Civilization, which has a great relevance in the modern world.       

S055 Sovereignty – Power Beyond Politics 133 LL Blake £11.00 

  This book tries to show that the monarchy is of crucial importance to the        

  life of this nation       

S013 Soviet Power or God’s Kingdom?   94 T Foster £4.00 

  What is the Kingdom of God? Will nuclear power destroy us? Read on       
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S015 St George & the English Saints 20 Peter Brimacombe £5.00 

 An illustrated Pitkin Guide. An insight into the lives of the Saints    

     

S016 St Joseph of Arimathea at Glastonbury 211 LS Lewis £14.00 

  According to traditions and legends, St. Joseph of Arimathea, a merchant,       

  came seeking tin and accompanying him was the boy, Jesus       

S017 St Paul in Britain  128 R Morgan £9.00 

  Not only was the faith planted here over five centuries before Augustine’s       

  arrival, but it is much more likely that Christianity took root in Britain       

  before it was established in Rome       

S060 Stained Glass of Westminster Abbey 28 Christine Reynolds £4.50 

 

Introduces the history of the stained glass in the Abbey, then describes each 
window in detail. Of especial note, the Great West Window shows images of 
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob with the twelve tribes of Israel. Also included are 
Moses and Aaron with the Law. Judah is positioned above Joseph, who is 
above the Royal Coat of Arms. Beautifully illustrated.    

S018 Stars Declare God’s Handiwork 16 HB Rand £4.00 

  The stars testify to the eternal truths of Scripture and witness to the coming       

  of the Son of God, to His sacrifice and ultimate triumphant return       

S065 Stone Kingdom: America The 249 ER Capt £12.00 

 Capt traces the history of Daniels four empires: Babylon, Medo-Persia,     

 Greece and Rome, and their relationship with the fifth and final kingdom of    

 Stone and casts new light on the mysteries surrounding the Kingdom    

 Parables of Matthew and the Old Testament, speculating on the identity of    

 this Kingdom    

S022 
 

Stonehenge and Avebury 
Henges never occur outside the British Isles. Sugden investigates the 

32 
 

Keith Sugden 
 

£5.00 
 

 
prehistoric sites of Stonehenge and Avebury, looking at their importance to 
prehistoric man. An illustrated Pitkin Guide    

S020 Stonehenge and Druidism 96 ER Capt £7.00 

  Stonehenge – standing in lonely majesty on England’s great Salisbury Plain       

  - is wreathed in mystery       

S056 Stonehenge and the Great Pyramid – Window on the Universe 171 B Gaunt £15.00 

  Mathematician and theologist Bonnie Gaunt’s fascinating study on the        

  sacred geometry of Stonehenge and the Great Pyramid       

S045 Stones Cry out The 144 B Gaunt £7.50 

  Stonehenge was built for a purpose – men have built nothing comparable       

  since. Now Stonehenge begins to give up its secrets       

S021 Stories of Lost Israel in Folklore   144 Rev JB Haggart £10.00 

  So immersed were the Saxon people with The Bible content, that every       

  fairy tale is flavoured with the message of The Bible       

S019 Story of Celto-Saxon Israel The 236 WH Bennett £20.00 

  The story of the lost Israelites, exploring language, heraldry, culture and       

  prophecy fulfillment. An important key to understanding the fulfillment of the       

  Biblical promises and covenants in our modern world       

S025 Strange Parallel 96 H Koppejan £5.50 

  Read about the strange parallel between the Netherlands and the tribe of        

  Zebulon, a tribe of Israel       

S026 Strong Delusion A 31 HB Rand £4.00 

  Which is right, the Historicist or the Futurist? Where did these ideas       

  come from and why?       

S066 Struggle for the Birthright The 232 Dr Stephen Jones £23.00 

 Dr. Jones focuses on the portion of the Birthright given to Judah explaining     

 Gods will and plan, and showing how Judah has violated the conditions for a    

 lawful return to the land, citing numerous references to support his assertion    

 that Gods Kingdom will be won without arms and violence    
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S028 Study in Daniel 453 HB Rand £14.00 

  When Daniel received the revelations, the Angel informed him that the book       

  was to be kept 'shut as a secret' until the crisis at the end of the age. Daniel       

  received those remarkable revelations over 25 hundred years ago       

S029 Study in Hosea   154 HB Rand £9.00 

  For the first time a book has appeared that provides a complete exposition       

  of the writings of the prophet Hosea       

S036 Study in Isaiah 810 HB Rand £24.00 

  This was completed after the death of Howard Rand by the Staff at Destiny,       

  from his notes       

S030 Study in Jeremiah 320 HB Rand £15.00 

  Knowledge and understanding of the entire scope of Jeremiah's mission       

  in Palestine, Egypt and in the Isles of the West       

S031 Study in Pyramidology A 263 ER Capt £12.00 

  God's plan for humanity, architecturally embodied in the construction of the       

  Great Pyramid       

S032 Study in Revelation 384 HB Rand £13.00 

  The book of Revelation is the story of the Christian era down to the end of       

  the age. It does what its Greek title, 'The Apocalypse' suggests: it unveils       

  the progressive history of the past 2,000 years       

S050 Sword of The Lord The 23  HB Rand £1.50 

  Conflict between good and evil being played out in modern times       

     

S035 Symbols of Our Celto-Saxon Heritage  210 WH Bennett O/S 

  This book is a study of the heraldic emblems of the tribes of early Israel       

  to the present day as they developed into the Celtic-Saxon nation.       

  (Flags in full colour)       

T001 Temple of God The   31 M Gilbert £1.50 

  A booklet about how badly we treat our bodies and what we can do to make       

  it and keep it much closer to the way God intended it to be       

T003 Testimony in Stone   159 Nicklin £9.00 

  The information in this book includes up to date evidence regarding the       

  chronological significance of the King’s chamber. The author confirms       

  all claims, that this monument is the Bible in Stone       

T018 Three Schools of Thought on the Israel Question  6 G Jeffreys £1.00 

  The author was a strong believer in the Christian Anglo-Israel message       

     

T021 Three Worlds 29  ET Tennyson  £2.50 

  Gives a clear understanding what is meant by the word ‘world’, in the       

  past, present and in the future       

T016 Times of Jesus Christ The   31 MD Bennett £4.50 

  Events on the life of Christ occurred at the right “times” and Christ’s “times”       

  are a key part of God’s future timetable       

T025 Titanic Tartans – An Ulster Scots Cultural Odyssey 192 C Smyth £10.00 

 A delightful and personal account of research into the history and origins of    

 the tartan kilt and the far reaching consequences this may have nationally.    

 
Illustrated in colour. 
    

T011 To The Isles Afar Off 305 Robert C Harvey £28.50 

 

Bob Harvey looks clearly and seriously at a group of stories that many 
Anglicans have heard of. He has researched them to flesh them out, and he 
ties them together to present an intriguing and persuasive case that 
Christianity is as old in Britain as anywhere else outside the Holy Land    

T009 Tracing Our Ancestors  185 F Haberman £10.00 

  It is curious that our scientists know so little about the people of Europe of       

  three or four thousand years ago and overlook the many “missing links”,       

  lying and standing upon the ground of Western Europe       
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T010 Traditions of Glastonbury 160 ER Capt £13.00 

  The Bible is strangely silent concerning Jesus’ movements between the       

  ages of 12 and 30. There are indications that Jesus was away from       

  Palestine for possibly up to eighteen years. Where did he go?       

T020 Treasures of Joseph 10 R Rusk £1.00 

  Joseph’s sons were blessed, Ephraim the younger as well as to Manasseh,       

  as distinct from the tribes of Judah and Benjamin       

T019 Two Babylons 330 Hislop £8.50 

  Where did the practices and beliefs of Roman Catholicism come from       

     

U004 Uncovering the Mysteries  of your Hidden Inheritance  192 RA Ballaicius £15.00 

  This book may soon prove to be one of the most scholarly and convincing       

  books on the true Israel message of recent times       

U001 Unfolding Mystery    30 HB Rand £1.50 

  An agenda of foreordained events will become operative which will set       

  the pace of progression toward the termination of the present age       

U003 Use of the Prayer Book The  26 DA Scales £1.50 

  The value of the book of Common Prayer is considered, and the potent       

  influence of its scriptural content and doctrine is shown       

V001 Verbal Inspiration of the Bible, Scientifically Demonstrated 94 I Panin £5.50 

  This book shows that the Bible is constructed on a marvellous numeric        

  design, running through its every conceivable detail and that design could       

  not have originated with man       

V003 Voyages of the Celtic Saints 229 G Panes £7.50 

 This book describes the adventurous and challenging voyages undertaken    

 by Celtic saints during the early middle ages. Detailed itineraries of voyages    

 made by over thirty individual saints allow specific routes to be traced    

W013 Westminster Abbey 48  £6.50 

 

This guide covers the 1000-year history of the Abbey and looks in depth at 
each area within, some of which are not accessible to the public. An 
invaluable guide, whether you are planning to visit or wanting to find out 
more about the history of the Abbey and its importance as a Royal Peculiar 
and place of worship through the ages. Includes 80 stunning photographs.    

W015 Whatever Happened to the Twelve Apostles?   167 E Schroeder £10.00 

  What did the twelve apostles do once the excitement of the Day of        

  Pentecost died down?       

W010 When in Rome  85 Buchanan £6.00 

  The suppressed writings of Michael JF McCarthy       

     

W016 Who Gods Ancient People Israel are 10 FW Sandford £1.00 

  The author, being in the Holy Land in 1898, was convinced of the Anglo       

  Israel people       

W014 Who Hath Believed Our Report 360 CA Jennings £15.00 

 Find out who God’s Israel people really are! A biblical and historical defence of the    

 Anglo-Israel message through the lives, testimonies, and ministries of many     

 outstanding men of God    

W006 Witness of the Stars The   204 EW Bullinger £5.50 

  The witness of the stars to prophetic truth. Modern astronomers have        

  preserved, and still have in common use, the ancient names of over a        

  hundred of the principal stars which have been handed down       

W001 Wonderful and Horrible    48 MD Bennett £4.50 

  From Jer 5: 29-31. Sin applied today in the house of Jacob       

     

W009 World That Then Was The  15 HB Rand O/S 

  
Men of science have done painstaking research to learn as much as 
possible about the structure of the Earth and its geological history.       

  But the Bible record, concerning geological changes, would solve many       

  of the problems confronting science today       
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PLEASE NOTE: THE FOLLOWING TITLES ARE FROM A 
JEWISH PERSPECTIVE CONCERNING THE ISRAEL TRUTH 

 

 

A008 Ancestry: The Hebrew Identity of Celtic Races 296 Yair Davidiy £18.00 

 

From a Jewish perspective: 
"Ancestry. The Hebrew Identity of Celtic Races," provides Proof that 
amongst Celtic Peoples (especially those of Britain and Ireland) were to be 
found many Hebrews from the Lost Ten Tribes. This still applies today, to 
their descendants.    

E099 Ephraim: The Gentile Children of Israel 276 Yair Davidiy £18.00 

 

From a Jewish perspective: 
 "Ephraim. The Gentile Children of Israel" traces the Lost Ten Tribes to the 
British Isles, North America, Australia, and related areas. Sources used 
include the Bible, Midrashim, other Rabbinical texts, and secular sources.    

E011 Esau: Edomites Today 207 Yair Davidiy £18.00 

 

From a Jewish perspective: 
 Esau seeks to kill his brother Jacob (Genesis 27:21) and through his 
Roman, German, and other descendants almost succeeds in doing so. Esau 
has given rise to military elites such as the Spartans and to conquering 
warriors like Alexander the Great. Esau is Great! There is none like him, for 
good or bad. He creates civilizations and destroys them. He stalks through 
the pages of world history and leaves his imprint everywhere. Esau was 
blessed that he should benefit from the riches of this earth and be a warrior 
nation, "By Your Sword You Shall Live!" (Genesis 27:20)    

G006 Germany and Edom 240 Yair Davidiy £18.00 

 

From a Jewish perspective: 
 "Germany and Edom" shows how descendants of Esau (also known as 
"Edom") settled in Germany and other European and Asiatic countries. The 
Edomites are destined to go to war against the descendants of Jacob who 
was the twin brother of Esau. The Ten Tribes are to be found in the West.    

H004 Hebrew Warriors 194 Yair Davidiy £18.00 

 

From a Jewish perspective: 
 The Khazars were descended from a mixture of remnants of the Ten Tribes, 
Jewish refugees whose religious affiliation had blurred, and Gentile 
descendants of Gomer. A movement to return to Judaism began among 
them. Due to the uncertainty of their lineages the Rabbis declared them all 
Gentiles and then converted them to Judaism as the Bible and Tradition 
allowed them to do.    

T099 Tribes The – 4th Edition 476 Yair Davidiy £22.00 

 

From a Jewish perspective: 
The Twelve Tribes of Israel are linked to the Western peoples. 4th Edition 
The Tribes proves that most of the ancient Israelites were exiled and lost 
their identity. They eventually migrated to Western Europe where they 
formed distinct nationalities. They also populated North America, Australia, 
New Zealand, and South Africa.    

     

     

 


